KIEZgroup 17.10.2017

Probably 3 people who were not here last week.

Start with warm-ups:
1) Any interesting experiences recently? Cinema? Concerts? Nature?
2) One in pairs of the ice-breakers.
3. General introduction – probably – and then
Which is the odd one out:
a. table chair table-cloth
b. lightbulb

wash-basin

lamp
stove

radio

c. book newspaper comic magazine
d. sparrow eagle

swallow robin

4. Please turn over this paper. Ton the back there are some exercises relating to
words we used last week.
Have a look at it on your own or with a neighbour!
5. Move on to bird migration:
Have you seen or heard any migrating or collecting birds this week?
We have been looking at an article by the BBC called “Fabulous Flight: 13
amazing facts”. I told you one of them was that in 1822 a stork was seen in
Germany with an African spear through its body. So then people were sure the
storks went to Africa over the winter. It also says there have been about 25
similar cases since!
What else did you read about? (Try not to use the paper to tell us!)
Did you know any of those things beforehand?
(15.40!) 6. Moving on: The news about the world and indeed about Germany is
often so depressing that I thought we might move on to something that is
definitely cheerful.
(- What are the things or thing that is worst about the news at the moment?)
(- What kind of information makes you feel more hopeful for the future?)
Look at this picture:
(Nobel Peace Prize winner W. M. is presenting a
young refugee now living in a refugee camp in
Tanzania with a prize. It is called ‘The Children’s
Peace Prize’. This picture was taken in 2009.)
Homework for 24th : Look through the list of the
first 10 winners of the prize and read what each of them says. Try to guess what their
main experience and main aim is.

